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Looking to the past: the st thomas pageant in 
earLy tudor Canterbury
sheila sweetinburgh
From the state opening of parliament to the commemoration services and parades 
to mark historic battles and the beginning and ending of wars, rituals, whether 
viewed on tV or computer screens, or ‘by being there’, continue to be part of brit-
ish culture as they have been for centuries. What differs, however, are the societies 
in which ritual takes place, and this is equally the case whether we are looking 
chronologically and/or geographically. For the historian, therefore, it remains vital 
to analyse ritual and other related topics in terms of these specifics of time and 
place. this is not to discount the value of thinking cross-culturally or drawing 
on theoretical ideas developed in disciplines such as social anthropology and 
historical geography, but these need to be deployed with caution, and a realisation 
that a simple transference of ideas helps no one.1 
such considerations have been highlighted by a number of historians, not least 
because there has been a considerable increase, particularly in medieval studies, in the 
number of essays published on a wide range of rituals, including royal progresses, 
liturgical worship, civic and guild ceremonies, and parochial processions.2 one of 
the pioneers in this field is Charles Phythian-Adams, whose work in the 1970s on the 
ritual year in Coventry at the end of the middle ages drew attention to the range of 
secular and ecclesiastical rituals, the purpose and value of ceremonial activities for 
rulers, and the implications of such activities at times of socioeconomic difficulty.3 
more recent scholarship has questioned some of his assertions, especially his 
demarcation of the ritual year and his concept that ritual in some way acted as a 
‘safety-value’ for the release of tensions within society.4 instead there has been 
greater emphasis on the inter-relationship between secular and ecclesiastical ritual 
practices and that rituals offered ways of negotiating relationships between different 
constituencies within urban society. such negotiation employed often complex, 
changeable processes involving a mix of conflict, cooperation and compromise.5 
By exploring these issues, historians have opened up the field of enquiry and have 
begun to consider matters like the deployment of space, the importance of audience 
– reception studies – as opposed to solely concentrating on the producers of rituals,
and have looked beyond the ritual itself to assess ideas about interpretation – just 
how do we work with different types of texts and material objects which refer to 
or were used in these activities?6 
Furthermore, for those working on urban society in the later middle ages, these 
more nuanced approaches have coincided with a growing awareness that the debate 
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regarding the state of english towns by the beginning of the sixteenth century 
cannot be seen as a simple dichotomy of general decline with a few successes, 
especially the exceptional growth of London. rather, as the plethora of individual 
urban studies has increasingly demonstrated, the picture is exceedingly variable 
both between towns and for particular towns over time, albeit there is general 
agreement that national features such as the mid-fifteenth-century depression, 
which lasted for three decades from the 1430s, and inflation after 1518 did have 
widespread implications.7 nonetheless it remains clear that while surveys such as 
the Cambridge urban history series are important, regional and local conditions, 
and thus assessments of continuity and change are the cornerstone for any 
understanding of late medieval urban society.8
another relevant area of scholarship that has developed greatly in recent decades 
is medieval theatre studies. although not exclusively seen as an urban phenomenon, 
and within towns as civically-controlled, the prolific work of literary historians 
such as pamela king and meg twycross, with the producers of Records of Early 
English Drama (REED) volumes, have underlined the significance of these biblical 
pageants, most particularly at york and Chester.9 in part this relates to the extensive 
survival of textual evidence, but these scholars have also highlighted the importance 
of analysing such records specifically in terms of their inter-relationship with the 
time and place of their production and reception. notwithstanding the analytical 
problems of audience response, which are as equally difficult for biblical pageants 
as they are for ceremonies and processions, to consider them at all analytically is 
an important first step. 
Consequently this investigation of the st thomas pageant in early tudor Canter-
bury will seek to build on a number of scholastic approaches. of particular 
importance are those relating to understanding medieval rituals through the 
employment of space, the inter-dependency between civic and ecclesiastical bodies, 
and the specific nature of time and place in a ritual’s production as it affected and 
was affected by both producers and consumers. 
From the perspective of this analysis, the investigation takes its initial lead 
from the items listed in the Canterbury civic accounts for 1504/5 that relate to 
the (re)creation of a St Thomas pageant, which took place on 6 July 1505 as part 
of the city’s celebrations to mark the eve of the feast day of the translation of st 
thomas.10 Whether this was a revival of an ancient custom or an innovation is not 
the focus here, rather it is the timing of the civic authorities’ expenditure on their 
‘new’ st thomas pageant and associated festivities, which offers an opportunity 
to explore the relationship between saint and city at a time when ideas regarding 
pilgrimage were coming under increasing scrutiny in northern european society. 
Lollards, or at least those espousing heterodox beliefs, seem to have retained a 
foothold in kentish and in sections of english society more generally during the 
fifteenth century, and, due to the county’s proximity to continental Europe, the 
influence of new humanist attitudes in the early sixteenth century may have been 
especially significant.11 this is not to devalue the importance of the established 
Church and still popular devotional activities such as pilgrimage in early tudor 
society, but the mayor and aldermen’s efforts may reveal ideas about how closely 
they believed Canterbury and st thomas were intertwined ideologically.12 and 
also financially, because presumably providing for pilgrims and other travellers 
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had comprised a significant portion of the city’s economy.13 thus at a time when 
other sectors of the economy were apparently encountering severe difficulties (or 
were so perceived locally), the civic authorities’ initiatives in the early sixteenth 
century are noteworthy.14 
as today, any policy to strengthen an ailing economy, or one that has recently 
suffered a deep depression, was neither straightforward nor uncontroversial – 
should expenses be pruned or should one spend to try to boost a flagging enterprise 
– a dilemma faced by the mayor and his brethren who needed to decide how, or 
even whether, they should finance projects to enhance the experience of those 
coming on pilgrimage to the city. nor, seemingly, were the civic authorities the only 
institution considering such issues because Christ Church priory would initiate a 
major construction enterprise a few years later; and both were keenly aware of the 
potential of the forthcoming Jubilee due to the success of previous anniversaries.15 
even though much had changed in three hundred years since the translation of 
the saint’s relics, the mayor and prior may have hoped for comparable elements in 
1520: the attendance of a devout young King Henry VIII who was devoted to the 
blessed martyr, many and distinguished guests including those from overseas, and 
a host of ordinary pilgrims whose presence would return the cult of st thomas to 
its rightful place among the principal shrines of Christendom.16 how successful the 
authorities in Canterbury were in 1520 remains a moot point, but the introduction 
or possibly re-introduction of the pageant fifteen years earlier may mark the 
beginning of a civic initiative regarding ‘their’ saint.17
to provide a context for this examination of the st thomas pageant and the 
subsequent investigation of its role in Canterbury society, the first section of this 
essay will consider the state of the city at the beginning of the sixteenth century.
Early Tudor Canterbury 
the demographic and economic fortunes of Canterbury in this period are not easy 
to determine, not least because the lay subsidy records of 1524-5 (with the poll 
tax records of 1377), which are frequently used by economic historians to assess 
trends during the late Middle Ages, may not be indicative of the situation in 1504. 
nevertheless, these national taxation records remain a useful starting point, in 
part because they offer comparable sources, even though their interpretation also 
presents certain difficulties. 
Looking first at population, Canterbury may be one of the very few greater towns 
where the population in the 1520s exceeded that in the 1370s.18 although the use 
of taxation records and a suitable multiplier to give an estimate of the population 
is open to criticism, the calculated population figures of between c.4,500 and 
c.4,900 in 1377 compared to between c.4,700 and c.5,500 in 1524 would, as 
Jennifer kermode has suggested, imply that the city as a whole was remarkably 
resilient in comparison to many others.19 yet it is worth noting that the lay subsidy 
figure includes over ninety tax-paying aliens, indicating the significance of recent 
immigration and thus that Alan Dyer’s classification of Canterbury as a town 
that had experienced periods of both growth and contraction in the later middle 
ages may be a more appropriate assessment.20 this proposition would seem to be 
substantiated in terms of comparing a similar area for the two dates. The figures 
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for 1524 are based on the returns for Canterbury’s six wards, which means the 
assessment extended beyond the walls to encompass the city’s liberty.21 even 
though it is not stated in the returns for 1377, they too seemingly covered the 
liberty, not least because the two assessments in 1381 included tax payers from 
st paul’s parish which was predominantly in the suburbs. however, Jacqueline 
bower believes the population was markedly lower for the area within the walls, 
and she thinks a more ‘realistic’ figure is perhaps about 3,000 for the city itself.22 
Consequently by the mid 1520s Derek Keene may be right to say that the city, 
‘enjoyed a standing in the region and the nation higher than ever before’, but 
whether this would have been apparent to the mayor and his brethren planning the 
pageant twenty years earlier is unclear.23
During the fifteenth century, local chronicle evidence indicates that the city had 
suffered a number of major plague outbreaks, one of the worst years being 1457, and 
on average there was at least one epidemic per decade.24 in addition, John hatcher’s 
analysis of Christ Church priory’s obit lists points to a period of high mortality 
among the monks, particularly from the mid century onwards, and conditions in 
the city may mirror this scenario.25 thus even to maintain Canterbury’s population 
at or near late fourteenth-century levels, immigration rather than a high birth rate 
is likely to have been the key factor. one measure of immigration levels is the 
number of intrants recorded in the chamberlains’ accounts, these men and women 
paying an annual licence fee to live and trade independently in the city.26 during 
the later fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries they were most numerous, but 
after about the mid-fifteenth century the number of intrants listed yearly dipped. 
nevertheless, in the last decades of the century numbers had begun to recover, 
but the first decade of the new century witnessed a further fall before numbers 
again began to recover, but how far this reflects better economic conditions in 
Canterbury rather than problems elsewhere in the county is difficult to quantify.27 
being outside the status of freemen, a sizeable proportion of the intrants seem to 
have led a precarious existence, and relatively few remained in Canterbury for 
more than five years, and this was even more marked for the far smaller number of 
women. However there were men who prospered sufficiently to become freemen. 
In addition, some moved between wards which similarly may reflect their rising 
fortunes, nonetheless conversely others may have had little option but to move to 
poorer wards such as northgate and ridingate.28 
Staying with the higher population figures for comparison purposes, one 
consequence of this apparent increase in the population was a rise in Canterbury’s 
national ranking, the city moving from its position of thirteenth in 1377 to ninth 
in 1524, being in size almost midway between salisbury (eighth) and Colchester 
(tenth). Moreover, the city’s ranking of tenth based on taxable wealth in the 1520s 
might suggest the prosperity of Canterbury’s business community was on a par with 
those of comparable sized towns, again taking salisbury paying £411, Canterbury 
£269 and Colchester £204.29 in addition, using Cornwall’s breakdown by tax-
paying group for seven comparable provincial towns, albeit nottingham was the 
smallest with less than half the number of Canterbury’s tax payers, the economic 
profile for Canterbury seemingly most resembles Exeter, a city that has been 
characterised by alan dyer as a successful urban community.30 For both exeter 
and Canterbury about 81 per cent of the taxpayers were assessed as having under 
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£10 worth of goods, equating, according to Cornwall, to less skilled craftsmen 
and poorer labourers, servants and artificers.31 similar percentages of the next two 
socioeconomic groups were to be found in exeter and Canterbury; that is, highly 
skilled craftsmen, and lesser merchants with the minor gentry, but in the highest 
echelons of these urban societies, at exeter there was a greater number and also 
proportion of leading gentry and wealthy merchants.
Local sources are also problematic regarding any assessment of the profile of 
individual wealth among Canterbury’s freemen but taxation lists by ward and 
testamentary materials do offer certain indicators. using the latter, at the lower end 
of the city’s tiny elite were citizens such as William philpot of holy Cross parish 
who, in 1506, was able to instruct his executors not to collect any debts after his 
death worth less than 6s. 8d., and who bequeathed between £3 and 10s. to each of 
his five servants.32 Yet within the same parish the local vicar had only five years 
earlier created an almshouse for five poor women, an indication of the variation 
in personal circumstances within a few streets.33 this diversity at parochial level 
is even more marked when examined by ward because of their much larger size. 
similarly each ward offers evidence of a wide range of occupations, but in every one 
victualling and allied trades accounted for a sizeable proportion of the workforce. 
In addition, all the wards embraced significant cross sections of the community, 
albeit the relative proportions did vary per ward, and topographically each 
extended from the centre of the city to its periphery. Furthermore, the evidence of 
exclusive enclaves of specialist producers is extremely limited; however butchers 
were predominantly located close to the bullstake (today the buttermarket).34 this 
means it is difficult to examine any trends respecting economic changes across 
the city by trade, especially because there were numerous shops and different 
commodity markets located at various sites; also the civic authorities apparently 
moved certain markets between wards for political, not economic, reasons during 
this period. nevertheless, as noted above, the social structure of the various wards 
did differ, the more prosperous being burgate (close to the cathedral precincts) 
and Westgate (the intra-mural main road from London), to be joined by newingate 
(bordering burgate and containing several markets) in the early sixteenth century. 
the rise in the relative fortunes of those in newingate is interesting because the 
ward contained the site of the cloth market and a significant proportion of the local 
intrants were involved in leather-working or cloth occupations, the latter industry 
having recently experienced major setbacks.35 
For the city’s economy, any downturn in the cloth trade was a severe blow 
because andrew butcher has calculated that about a third of the population had 
been involved in this industry in the late fourteenth century, and such a reliance 
meant it was vulnerable to fluctuating trading conditions.36 to try to mitigate 
what they saw as the disastrous loss of cloth making in early tudor Canterbury 
to the Weald, the mayor and aldermen brought in several protectionist measures, 
as well as those to stimulate production, one of the former forbade the selling of 
wool to spinners and weavers outside the city, the latter a decree that each of the 
civic officers and others should buy a set length of locally-produced cloth the 
following year.37 nonetheless, it is feasible that even if the production of cloth 
was under threat, the finishing trades of tailoring and hat- and cap-making were 
more successful, thus mirroring the situation in Coventry at this time.38 other 
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ideas to stimulate or at least maintain manufacturing locally around 1500 were 
the introduction, or perhaps renewal, of a number of craft guilds as a means of 
controlling production and trade in certain industries, measures that were intended 
to safeguard the city’s economy and its citizens.39 such protectionist strategies 
benefited some but were to the detriment of others, and poverty probably became 
more widespread. testamentary provision for the poor appears to have increased, 
but may have been more targeted and Canterbury also offered some institutional 
care at several newly-founded, small almshouses, as well as its ancient hospitals.40
thus from an economic perspective, Canterbury seems to have experienced a 
testing period in the late fifteenth century, the city’s role as a cloth-manufacturing 
centre having declined, albeit it remained a marketing hub for its agrarian hinter-
land.41 such changes appear to have occurred at a number of english towns, but 
the evidence for Canterbury suggests that this transitional period brought its own 
problems. For example, the chamberlains’ returns from the city-owned shambles and 
stalls of the fishmongers and butchers witnessed a decline in the 1490s, including 
considerable arrears in some years, although thereafter the scenario did improve.42 
another indicator of the problems of readjustment for Canterbury’s citizens comes 
from the rental evidence of the city’s largest institutional landlord, Christ Church 
priory, whose holdings were mostly concentrated in the central commercial parishes. 
From butcher’s assessment of the priory accounts, it appears rent levels were already 
declining before the mid-fifteenth-century depression, which only exacerbated the 
prior’s problems of rent arrears and the need to adjust rental values.43 the later 
decades of the century also brought the difficulty of finding sufficient tenants, even 
at lower rents, and vacancies and decayed properties were present in all parishes. 
The situation seems to have deteriorated even further after 1500 because the extant 
rental of 1512-13 indicates the priory was achieving perhaps as little as 40 per cent 
of the declared rental value from its properties in the central parish of st andrew and 
things may have been even worse in 1520-1.44 Financing repairs, therefore, became a 
growing burden, and by this date seemingly could require over 60 per cent of the real 
rental income.45 the priory was not the only institution facing such multiple problems 
regarding its property portfolio in the city, and for the civic authorities there was the 
added burden of overseeing the provision of Canterbury infrastructure.46
the direct cost of paving, sewerage and refuse removal, and the upkeep of the 
city’s walls and gates, was to some extent met by individuals and institutions 
but the civic chamberlains were frequently called upon to finance both capital 
projects and continuing maintenance. in part such initiatives and their upkeep 
were undertaken in response to national requirements, but successive mayors also 
appreciated the need to improve the urban environment for pilgrims and other 
visitors, as well as for the city’s residents. this seems to have become particularly 
pressing in the aftermath of the 1470 Jubilee when it was reported that ‘the ... Cite 
is often tymes full fowle noyous and uneasy ... whereof often tymes is spoken moch 
disworship in diverse places as well beyond the se as on this side the see’.47 some 
of these problems were tackled through the adoption of new ordinances (paving 
the principal streets in 1478; street cleaning 1496) and construction (the main drain 
in 1485; St George’s Gate in 1484/5), but the ability to sustain such improvements 
over the following decades varied considerably.48 the civic authorities were often 
forced to aid individuals or institutions unable to fulfil their statutory obligations, 
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while on other occasions the mayor’s only recourse was to bring those who refused 
to co-operate before the courts, and similarly those who openly flouted the law.49 
among those groups who seem to have caused the authorities particular problems 
were the innkeepers, keepers of tippling houses, and others involved in victualling. 
Some of these traders had presumably suffered in the later fifteenth century as the 
demand for their services declined, and such people were among those renting 
shops and inns from Christ Church who were finding it increasingly difficult to 
meet their obligations.50 Whether conditions had improved somewhat by the early 
sixteenth century remains a matter for debate, but for those making a living from 
these service trades, the intrants lists and the ward registers (assize of bread and 
ale and associated licensing systems) suggest such occupations were still seen 
as offering commercial opportunities. Furthermore, some of these victuallers and 
others may have been seen by their law-abiding neighbours as part of the problem 
when these traders were indicted for dumping offal, dung and other rubbish, 
keeping ‘suspect’ persons and damaging the city wall and ditch.51 the reasons 
for this continuity in provisioning and hospitality as a source of prosperity for 
Canterbury rested primarily on the city’s position between London and many of 
the kent ports, as well as st thomas’ shrine, albeit by this period the number of 
pilgrims had seemingly declined. the days of ‘a hundred thousand’ – said to have 
attended the 1420 Jubilee – were long past, and the few surviving prior’s accounts 
from the later fifteenth century point to a fall in the level of offerings received at 
the shrine and associated altars.52 however st thomas was not totally eclipsed 
by national cults such as our Lady at Walsingham; those overseas, especially st 
James de Compostella; or even the growth of regional and local shrines: the holy 
rood at boxley abbey and our Lady of poulton, respectively.53 in addition, royal 
pilgrims, including henry Vii, and senior churchmen such as richard Fox the 
Bishop of Winchester (1504), and the papal legate (1518) helped to maintain the 
cult through their attendance at the saint’s shrine.54 
an incomplete sixteenth-century account book of the keeper of the martyrdom, 
a site that had never received large sums compared to the Corona and st thomas’ 
shrine, provides an indication of the continuing presence of pilgrims in Canterbury 
Cathedral during the early sixteenth century. even though the accounts only cover 
a short period, they show that rarely on a day by day basis was nothing collected 
at the martyrdom. not that the daily totals were large, often barely a penny, but 
it seems likely the shrine itself would have received much more.55 nevertheless 
in the context of this investigation of the st thomas pageant, perhaps of greater 
significance is the larger amount given at the martyrdom on the vigil and feast of 
the Translation during the 1500s. For example, rather than the daily few pence on 
these two days in 1504 the sums were 7s. and 3s. 4d. respectively; and two years 
later they were even more substantial: 16s. 4d. and 13s. 4d. also interesting is 
the higher sum collected on the vigil compared to the feast day itself, and for the 
period between 1504 and 1510 this occurred in five of the seven years.56
Whether this continuing flow of pilgrims to Canterbury, whose presence in the 
city was also a boon to a wide variety of traders beyond the cathedral precincts, 
was due in part to more stable political conditions after the turmoil of the dynastic 
struggles of the previous fifty years is unclear. Yet it seems likely such times 
had deterred some potential pilgrims, not least because the city and region had 
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witnessed civil strife on several occasions between 1450 (Jack Cade) and 1496 
(perkin Warbeck).57 particularly serious was the mayor and his followers’ support 
for the earl of Warwick during the readeption, which, following edward iV’s 
return to power, led to the mayor’s execution in the city’s premier market place 
outside Christ Church gate in May 1471.58 In the short-term such conflict was 
extremely serious for the civic authorities, although at other times they were able 
to maintain good relations with the Crown, and henry Vii issued the city with 
several important charters.59 Frequently this was not the case concerning relations 
with the local premier benedictine houses, and successive mayors had conducted 
long-running disputes over jurisdiction against both st augustine’s abbey and 
the priory in the fifteenth century.60 these territorial arguments in part related to 
financial matters, especially local taxation, again especially relevant at this time, and 
on occasion such quarrels resulted in physical conflict. A number of nasty incidents 
took place in and around 1500 involving the city and the priory, and, as in the earlier 
dispute with st augustine’s, outside arbitrators were required to settle the matter.61 
Yet arbitration itself dragged on for several years in the early 1500s, and had not 
been resolved when the mayor watched the St Thomas pageant on 6 July 1505.62
St Thomas Pageant
Like many other counties, kent is fortunate that the REED project covering the 
diocese of Canterbury has been published (rochester diocese for the remainder 
of the county is forthcoming), so providing a superb resource for the study of 
medieval drama.63 possibly taking pride of place among the references to plays and 
playing in the many towns and villages of east kent is the section on Canterbury. 
yet chronologically the early entries for the city derive from the religious houses 
and the arrival of civic drama is remarkably late, perhaps at least a century after the 
first Corpus Christi pageants at York.64 Furthermore evidence for the presence of 
such guild-sponsored pageants at Canterbury rests on a single reference from the 
city’s burghmote book and one item in the st andrew’s churchwardens’ accounts.65 
An undated civic memo, probably from the late 1520s, states that the Corpus 
Christi play had previously been ‘plaide att the costes and charges of the Craftes & 
mistiers within the same Cite’ but recently had not taken place ‘to the grete hurte 
and decay of the seid Cite’.66 
early sixteenth-century references in the civic archive to the festivities held 
on the eve of the translation are more numerous, and they do provide valuable 
information regarding the form of the procession and some details concerning the 
st thomas pageant within it. even though the route taken by the marching watch 
is not recorded and the form of the watch itself comes from a later copy of a 
memorandum dated 1531-2, it seems feasible that it began and perhaps ended at 
the city’s guildhall (Fig. 1).67 the guildhall was adjacent to the civic-owned inn, 
the Lion, and close to st mary bredman church, also used by the corporation.
if the London waits were not in attendance ‘the gyantes’ were at the head of 
the procession.68 such artefacts may have been used at sandwich in the town’s 
st bartholomew’s day celebration and large puppets are also recorded in London, 
norwich and Coventry.69 Close behind were the first of the gunners and pike men 
and then the first of the five pageants, the ‘Salutacyn’ (Annunciation). Among 
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those before the second pageant, which depicted st george, were forty ‘byllmen’ 
and the ridingate constable, and a similar contingent followed with the Wor[th]
gate constable, who preceded the third pageant of the nativity. thereafter archers 
replaced byllmen with first the constable of Northgate and then his Westgate 
counterpart, the former preceding the assumption pageant, the latter st thomas. 
this pageant was followed by another group of archers, the other constables, and the 
great two-handed sword, with the mayor and aldermen leading the rearguard. the 
importance placed on the procession by the leading citizens in the early sixteenth 
century can be inferred from the rules governing its conduct. these included the 
regulation that the aldermen were to come on horseback and, depending on the 
mayor’s decision, were either to wear their scarlet and crimson gowns or their 
armour.70 their position towards the rear of the marching watch is indicative of 
their superior role within the city, as is the presence of the sheriff close behind. the 
placing of St Thomas as the fifth and final pageant may be similarly hierarchical, 
a reflection of its special nature which would be in keeping with the timing of the 
parade on the eve of the saint’s summer feast day.
The form of the pageants is difficult to gauge but their presence within the 
Fig. 1  Map of Canterbury in 1500 (© Canterbury Archaeological Trust).
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marching watch may suggest that they were not like the biblical plays performed 
in late fifteenth-century York, called pageants by contemporaries, and instead 
resembled something closer to a tableau vivant. indeed, it has been suggested that 
initially the york pageants, too, may have taken a form not dissimilar to those 
which today can be seen in some spanish and belgian city processions, and 
Canterbury’s may fit the earlier York pattern.71 Furthermore, the employment of 
boys to play the various parts would appear to substantiate this because it would 
have been very difficult for an audience to hear (m)any of the actors even if they 
had stopped at preset playing places, as at york. also Canterbury is predominantly 
a city of narrow streets and small market places, and although some of the latter 
were employed as proclamation sites, enacting a pageant to a large crowd would 
have been more problematical. nevertheless it does appear there was some level 
of narrative sequence concerning becket’s death, which implies a performance of 
some sort, but whether this was only done once, maybe at the bullstake outside the 
cathedral gate or at the conclusion of the procession, is impossible to determine.
interestingly, it seems that st thomas was the sole pageant funded by the city 
chamberlains, or if the others were so supported the details are not recorded in the 
civic accounts, nor are they mentioned in any other respect. however the mayor 
and aldermen were prepared to spend sizeable sums on ‘their’ pageant, although 
seemingly not after 1522 for almost a decade. The initial expenditure in 1505 
was over 25s., but almost half the cost was building and fitting out the pageant 
wagon, which included the making and fitting of 114 feet of boards for the floor of 
the cart.72 unfortunately the width of these boards is not recorded so it is unclear 
how much space was available for the players. yet it seems to have been a fairly 
large vehicle because it was pulled by a horse with frequently two or three men 
in attendance, whose payment included their supper, perhaps at the Lion. these 
attendants were not the only ones who ate at the city’s expense and those playing 
the four knights were similarly recompensed, occasionally eating before and after 
the event.73 unlike the knights, the part of st thomas does not appear to have been 
played by a cast member, rather a puppet or something similar may have been 
employed and likewise for the angel. 
evidence for a backdrop or painted scenery comes from the money spent on 
the purchase of ten yards of new canvas (as replacement?) to hang about the 
pageant in 1514-15.74 props too seem to have been used, especially to depict the 
murder which required the purchase of a leather bag and blood that must have 
been attached in some way to ‘st thomas’. the regular repainting of st thomas’ 
head may infer it became blood-stained during the enactment, a scenario that may 
also have included ‘slicing off’ part of the head to emulate the well-known event 
and to highlight the importance of the Corona in the cathedral.75 the knights too 
were well equipped, for in addition to wearing armour they carried swords, the 
chamberlains almost annually paying for tin, silver and gold foil, leather, points, 
needles and thread. moreover, the pageant may have become ever more elaborate 
over time and one piece of equipment that appears to have been introduced several 
years after its inception was the ‘vyce’.76 this device was worked by a man who 
was paid to turn it, the wire seeming attached to the angel who could be raised, 
presumably carrying the martyred archbishop’s soul to heaven. 
the civic authorities were apparently prepared to enhance their pageant even 
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further for the 1520 Jubilee. Among the purchases that year were two yards of 
green satin for two curtains, and a painter was paid 3s. 4d. to paint an image of 
our Lady with two angels that was ‘to hang ayenst the ymage of saynt thomas 
vppon the auter’.77 the saint was also given some new clothing, which was made 
from two yards of white canvas and half a yard of black ‘tuke’, and his mitre was 
repaired at a cost of 4½d.78 moreover it is likely that some of the expenditure on the 
pageant recorded in the 1520-1 chamberlains’ accounts may refer to preparations 
for the 1520 festivities, especially as the total was higher than normal at 44s. 5d. 
much of this was due to ‘the new makyng of seynt thomas pagent’ that included 
the buying of considerable quantities of timber, nails, cloth, and for work on the 
same. similarly the horse which pulled the new cart was well presented for the 
celebration because two ash hoops had been acquired over which painted cloths 
were draped.79 yet thereafter for most of the next decade the pageant is mentioned 
hardly at all in the city accounts, except for its storage in the barn at st sepulchre’s 
nunnery, and it is only from 1530 that itemised expenses on the pageant reappear. 
Consequently it seems more worthwhile regarding the value of the pageant to the 
city to concentrate on its character in the lead up to the Jubilee.
Looking to the past
as James stokes has argued in his consideration of the st anne’s day celebrations 
involving the city and cathedral of Lincoln in the fifteenth century, it is unhelpful ‘to 
use a fragmenting approach in discussing religious drama, custom and ceremony’ 
because this distorts ‘the harmonious integration of worship and mimesis, church 
and community, metaphysics and history, politics and piety’ that he believes 
provides a more nuanced understanding of such festivities.80 even though this 
approach may not be totally applicable to the st thomas pageant within the 
marching watch because, unlike the st anne’s procession, the procession does not 
appear to have directly involved the cathedral community, for some involved in 
its production the interdependency of sacred and civic would have seemed only 
natural. in addition, what might be viewed as the distinctiveness of a regional 
culture, more commonly discussed with respect to late medieval east anglia, may 
be equally germane for early tudor kent.81 
unfortunately nothing further is known regarding the marching watch, including 
the route taken. nevertheless, by its very nature the procession can be construed 
as an act of worship by the mayor and his brethren, because like the procession 
on the feast of Corpus Christi, ‘worship held two related senses for the medieval 
civic community, conveying, as well as ‘religious observation’, the sense of 
‘civic honour’.82 such a bringing together of religion and secular society seems 
to have taken place in other kentish towns in this period. even though the st 
bartholomew’s day procession at sandwich may not have been that well known in 
Canterbury, the dover porters’ journey from the coastal port to st thomas’ shrine 
in the cathedral once every three years on the vigil of the translation was probably 
a familiar sight.83 the porters were called upon to transport the dover ‘trendyll’, 
a great candle the length of the circumference of the town that was wound onto 
a great reel which, on its arrival at the shrine, was used daily and at the saint’s 
special feasts.84 Whether it was met by the marching watch and perhaps escorted 
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through the city is unknown, but its presence and function may have led those in 
Canterbury to see parallels between the two civic rituals and pilgrimage, what 
stokes calls ‘a sacred space on wheels’.85 in this context it is worth noting that 
there was a tradition of seeing Becket’s return from exile in France, that is the final 
lap of his journey, from sandwich to Canterbury, as evocative of Jesus’ entry into 
Jerusalem on palm sunday.86 Consequently, if the watch and its pageants were so 
envisaged, they perhaps provoked a heightened devotional response among some 
of those involved – participants and witnesses – especially in the highly charged 
atmosphere of a city where the residents were joined by pilgrims and visitors. 
as a spectacle, the marching watch was presumably aided by its timing at the 
beginning of July, because not only is this close to midsummer, of value in terms of 
daylight hours and temperature, but it was presumably a relatively slack period in 
the agricultural calendar. in addition one of Canterbury’s fairs took place during the 
octave of the translation, such elements likely to draw in those from outside the city 
for a variety of reasons.87 although probably not the sole consideration, the civic 
authorities presumably wished to stimulate the local economy. pageants covering 
the holy family, nationally important st george, and Canterbury’s internationally 
recognised st thomas might have been expected to have had special appeal in 
east kent and perhaps more widely. the procession also featured a large number 
of armed men including gunners, who seem to have fired their pieces because 
gunpowder was purchased annually, and this cacophony would have added to 
the generally noisy atmosphere that included the city’s waits and often musicians 
from London. in addition, many of those involved carried torches, all of which 
must have contributed to the magnificence of the display that at a time of austerity 
may have been a welcome diversion for those experiencing hardship and possibly 
poverty. Yet whether these measures were sufficient to attract a sizeable increase 
in the numbers visiting Canterbury and the shrine in the early sixteenth century is 
unclear. For example, there does not appear to have been an increase in the weekly 
fees from the city’s flesh and fish stalls at this time. Moreover, the later rhetoric 
(c.1529-30) in the burghmote orders seems to imply that the mayor believed the 
problems concerning the city’s Corpus Christi play, rather than those linked to the 
marching watch, were the principal reasons for ‘the grete hurte & decay of the 
seide Cite’ especially for the victuallers.88
Nevertheless, even if it is not clear whether or how far Canterbury benefited 
financially from the pageant’s (re)introduction, it may have been valued in terms of 
the public demonstration of the connection between the city and its saint (Fig. 2). 
This symbiotic relationship was also visible officially through the common seal, 
but the pageant offered greater scope to demonstrate the relationship to a wider 
audience.89 moreover, by highlighting certain aspects of the saint’s history at the 
expense of others, the civic authorities were able to produce their own narrative 
of past events. For even though much of this was in keeping with the narrative 
produced by the Christ Church monks through the becket windows, the accounts 
of the saint’s life and martyrdom, the early miracle narratives and the various 
shrines, what patrick geary has called ‘relics’ – tangible or written relics that gave 
access to the past – the mayor and his fellows could, through the pageant, draw 
attention to their ancestors’ part in these same events.90 thus the choices made 
by Canterbury’s leading citizens of what to include and what to omit from their 
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pageant may be seen as helping to create the city’s civic identity, their ‘collective 
recollections of the past ... [giving] meaning to the transformed present’.91 most 
frequently, as James Fentress and Christopher Wickham have indicated, such 
social memory is articulated through words, yet for them ritual can also offer 
considerable scope where the meaning is acted out, the resulting mental images 
Fig. 2  the City of Canterbury’s late medieval seal depicts becket’s murder. CCaL: dCc/
Ch.Ant./C/1154 (© Dean & Chapter, Canterbury).
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to be meaningful to the group, in this case the city’s leading citizens, having to 
be ‘conventialized and simplified’.92 nor, as Fentress and Wickham explain, ‘may 
these ideas necessarily be true in factual terms, instead an image held in memory 
is a concept, and though we may normally assume that memories are real, that 
they derive from a real event, with regard to social memory the images may refer 
to circumstances which took place so long ago that they were not witnessed by 
the group’.93 Consequently it is feasible to envisage the mayor and his brethren in 
early sixteenth-century Canterbury as conducting a ‘conversation with the past ... 
the process [involving] evolution and change, thereby giving meaning to the group 
... [who could only assume] that their traditions must refer to something real’, but 
which they believed continued to be viewed as relevant by those taking part and 
those who watched the pageant.94
even though the portrayal of the saint’s martyrdom might be seen as an obvious 
choice, being the subject of contemporary woodcuts which presumably meant 
the image was in greater circulation than ever before, it nevertheless appears to 
mark an important decision on the part of the civic authorities.95 by showing the 
archbishop’s death at the hands of four assailants as he knelt, perhaps, before an 
altar, the knights’ swords and the pigs’ blood adding to the horror of the moment, 
the leading citizens may have sought to emphasise Becket’s sacrifice and suffering, 
especially if the crown of his ‘head’ was also sliced off (Fig. 3).96 the subsequent 
carrying of the martyr’s soul to heaven by the angel as it was wound up to the roof 
of the pageant offered a spur to further pious thoughts of redemption and spiritual 
rewards, ideas that might have resonated at both personal and corporate levels. 
notwithstanding the impossibility of recreating either individual or collective 
responses to the pageant, it may be feasible to explore what might have influenced 
contemporaries, or at least the ideas of the civic authorities. st thomas’ suffering 
and sacrifice on behalf of the Church in England, but especially of his parishioners 
within the province and diocese of Canterbury, the ancestors of the pageant’s 
creators who had flocked to welcome him back to Kent after his time in exile, 
echoed Christ’s sacrifice for all generations of these men from Kent. In addition 
the saint, like his exemplum, had faced martyrdom with humility, a man of 
sorrows whose death had revealed the full extent of his sacrifice to his appointed 
role through his wearing of a hairshirt. even though becket’s death did not bring 
salvation for mankind, the aftermath of the murder was seen to bring other benefits 
for ‘his people’ – healing miracles, a contrite king and victory over the scots. in 
the longer term too, the saint bestowed other gifts on Canterbury and its hinterland, 
economic and political certainly, but also spiritual according to sources such as the 
miracle narratives, records of penitential pilgrimages and testamentary bequests. 
Furthermore, despite the apparent reduction in becket’s popularity by the later 
middle ages, in part due to a growing emphasis on Christ’s humanity and the holy 
family, and consequently the rise of shrines such as Walsingham, by including other 
pageants earlier in the procession that featured Christ and his mother, the pageant 
makers may have been attempting to link becket not only to Christ but to our 
Lady.97 also by focusing on the manner of st thomas’ death and his consequent 
honoured place in the company of heaven as the final pageant, the saint might 
additionally have been considered to share certain attributes with Christ’s mother, 
albeit at a lesser level, because he too could aid spiritually those who sought his 
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benefaction. thus the form and content of the civic pageants, especially the st 
thomas pageant, may have appealed affectively to contemporaries seeing in the 
mind’s eye, as well as the physical eye, the saving torments of ‘their’ archbishop.98 
through their stress on becket’s martyrdom as the part of the narrative that 
mattered most, the mayor and aldermen may have been keen to highlight their 
corporate credentials; theirs was a responsible regime within the body politic. this 
included the vulnerable that belonged to the city, and such a symbolic gesture 
of their caritas may have seemed particularly pertinent at a time of economic 
difficultly when the strains on urban society were increasing. In addition, for those 
in civic office at Canterbury the St Thomas pageant within the marching watch 
provided a tangible demonstration of their power and authority. they controlled 
but also protected the city’s streets and its citizens, and this protection encompassed 
not only the might of the watch but also the spiritual power of Canterbury’s saintly 
guardian. The archbishop had been murdered seeking to protect his flock as 
Fig. 3  Woodcut showing becket’s murder, Golden Legend [London: William Caxton, 
1483, i.e. 1487?] [Legenda aurea sanctorum, sive, Lombardica historia], fol. 105. Special 
Collections department, glasgow university Library: sp Coll hunterian bh.1.1 
(© University of Glasgow).
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individuals but equally collectively, and his saintly body had continued to assist the 
city since that time. yet whether there was a feeling amongst the civic authorities in 
the 1500s that more was required on their part to revive this reciprocal relationship 
with their saint is unclear, but it may have contributed to their initiation of this 
aspect of the civic festivities. 
another consideration may have been a desire to establish a better relationship 
with the cathedral monks after a prolonged and sometimes particularly bitter 
dispute. Not that the conflict between the city and the cathedral had been resolved 
in 1505, but relations were somewhat less strained than they had been five years 
earlier.99 Furthermore cost was probably a growing issue, as well as disruption to 
civic governance and the need to attract pilgrims and others to Canterbury. the 
latter was important to both parties and the instigation of the st thomas pageant 
may have aided the process of reconciliation. For the prior and convent their 
authority over the becket story was far greater than that enjoyed by the mayor 
and aldermen, and their control extended beyond the bounds of the precincts. 
nevertheless, the choice of the martyrdom was as attractive to the monks as it 
was to the civic authorities, not least because the site of becket’s murder was 
one of the principal places in Canterbury Cathedral. Consequently the portrayal 
of the bloody attack on the eve of the translation as the pageant passed through 
Canterbury’s streets was likely to raise the status of the martyrdom among those 
who saw the procession. moreover, the priory may have viewed the city’s pageant 
as a reminder of the dangers faced by the Church in the past from royal authority, 
even though in its early years the likelihood that the priory would face similar 
dangers again and shortly was presumably not apparent. instead it is credible that 
the new Christ Church gate, which was constructed in the first two decades of the 
century, was a complimentary project involving the priory, archbishop and Crown, 
the prior intending to enhance his house’s relations with the city.100 the gate’s 
design and execution thought to inspire awe among pilgrims as a fitting prelude to 
the magnificent sights in the cathedral itself.101 Thus in the decade before the 1520 
Jubilee the corporation and priory seem to have demonstrated optimism regarding 
their saint, their engagement with the past viewed as heralding a brighter future. 
even in the Jubilee year this feeling may have remained because, although the priory 
failed to acquire a papal indulgence, the monks still saw it in such terms, while the 
civic authorities made special provisions to accommodate pilgrims and among those 
who came to Canterbury (at ‘Whitsontide’) that year were henry Viii and the holy 
roman emperor.102 however not everyone in Canterbury welcomed the pilgrims, 
but John martyn was probably exceptional regarding his level of opposition.103
Epilogue
For many residents and visitors these festivities presumably offered an attractive 
annual occasion, and perhaps especially so in 1520, but the heresy trials almost 
a decade earlier indicate that at least for a tiny minority in kent such emotional 
religiosity was an anathema.104 Whether or how far similar views became more 
widespread across the county from the late 1520s remains controversial but the 
apparent revival of civic payments towards the pageant’s upkeep from this period 
suggests that successive mayors continued to value the relationship between 
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Canterbury and its saint almost until the shrine’s destruction in 1538.105 similarly the 
revival of the pageant under mary may imply that some within the city government 
continued to hold traditionalist views.106 Nevertheless, it may also reflect feelings 
that Canterbury had to a large degree lost its identity when it lost st thomas’ shrine 
because the Canterbury bell and the st thomas ampulla were equally indicative of 
the pilgrims’ destination.107 Thus the final discarding of the pageant in 1559 might 
be envisaged as the end of more than the old religion in Canterbury, the new world 
of Protestantism looking to a different past that privileged figures such as John 
bale’s Kynge Johan and the ‘martyrs’ described by John Foxe.108
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